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AND DISCUSSION

context. If we note that the first part of (8') entails (9'), it
will be clear that the same argumentapplies here.
Note by the way that only interestingconsequences of g are
taken into account: althoughtautologies are consequences of
every sentence, they will never reachff(4) because of (13ii).
It may seem counterintuitiveto hold that someone who
utters A(C -) P and-at

first sight-does

not know whether

A(c) or -A(c), is now believed to have no knowledgeto choose
between 3x A(x) and -3x A(x), either; this seems especially
strangefor -3x A(x). To this I can only say that, if we do not
take into account more thanjust sentence (6) (in case we have
an empty context), then it does not seem strangeat all. As soon
as we have a nonempty context, then indeed there are cases in
which it could be strange,but in those cases P-3x A(x) cannot
be consistently added to the context, and will be filtered (so
there are cases in which the presuppositiondoes not seem filtered: (6) can be said by a speakerwho knows (7)).
Returningto sentence (1), we see that fl() now contains
P4, P-4, P5, P-5. These implicatuires are enoughto cancel K4
and K5. This rendersunmotivatedthat part of the definitionof
X U! Y which allows pre-suppositionsto cancel each other (it
is only used for examples like (1)). If we want to block this
possibility, we can do so by changingthe definitionof U! in
the following way:
(14) XU! Y= XU{yC YIVZCX(con(ty}UZ)*conZ)}
This means that pre-suppositionscannot cancel each other any
longer, which in turn makes the satisfiable incrementationa
real formalizationof Soames's principle(90).
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INTENSIONAL VERBS AND
FUNCTIONAL CONCEPTS:
MORE ON THE "RISING
TEMPERATURE" PROBLEM

Sebastian Lobner,
University of Tokyo

Jackendoff(1979) deals with what one might call the "rising
temperatureproblem" raised by BarbaraPartee, namely, the
invalidityof the inference from (1) and (2) to (3).
(1) The temperatureis ninety.
(2) The temperatureis rising.
(3) Ninety is rising.
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Accordingto Jackendoff,this problemdoes not exist if the first
sentence is analyzed as he suggests. I shall show below that
this claim is incorrect. The rest of Jackendoff'sdiscussion is
devoted to refutingtwo claims cited from Hacking(1975):that
the temperatuire should denote a function from times to numbers, and that sentences like (2) should be similar to mathematicalstatementssuch as The finction x2 increases monotonically. On these two points I agree with Jackendoff,thoughmy
own analysis of the meaningof temper-atureis probablynearer
to Hacking'sthan to the one that Jackendoffmay have in mind.
Thus, in the following discussion, I shall concentrate on the
risingtemperatureproblem.
I would suggest that Jackendoff sidesteps this problem,
ratherthan solving it. (The same is true of Partee (1974). The
publicationson MontagueGrammaralso for the most parteither
ignore or avoid the issue.) Jackendoff'sstrategyis to claim (p.
174)that "(1) is not an assertionof identity but an assertionof
location on a scale . . . and . . . is synonymous with (4)", (4)

being
(4) The temperatureis (already)at ninety.
Thus, "there is no reason to expect the inference (3) to be
valid" (p. 174), just as in the following "comparable"case,
one would not expect (5) and (6) (= Jackendoff's(6) and (7))
to entail (7):
(5) The airplaneis at 6000 feet.
(6) The airplaneis rising.
(7) 6000 feet is rising.
This strategy can easily be counteredby replacing(I)-(2)-(3)
with an appropriateparadigmwhich presentsthe same problem
without meeting this or other superficial objections, say
(1 ')-(2')-(3'):

(I') The temperatureof the air in my refrigeratoris the
same as the temperatureof the air in your refrigerator.
(2') The temperatureof the air in my refrigeratoris rising.
(3') The temperatureof the airin yourrefrigeratoris rising.
To my mind, (1') is unquestionablyan identitystatement.Again
the first two sentences do not entail the third. However, the
choice of example is not a vital point here, and I will turn
instead to the details of Jackendoffs analysis.
Of course I agree that (7) does not follow from (5) and (6),
and I take for granted-not being a native speakerof Englishthat (1) and (4) are equivalent(if (already)is omittedfrom (4)).
But there is a crucial difference between the paradigms
(4)-(2)-(3) and (5)-(6)-(7).

In fact, the "comparability"of (2) and (6) does not reach
far beyond mere syntactic coincidence. While (6) expresses the
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fact that some real physical substance is rising, in space and
time, accordingto (2) nothingis really risingat all in that sense
of rising (unless we adopt the naive point of view that the tip
of a column of mercuryin some thermometeris rising-which
would entail that the temperatureis falling instead of rising if
the thermometerwere turned upside down). What is actually
happeningis that the average value of the kinetic energy of a
certainvolume of particles,that value beingregardedas a function of time, is continuously changing to a higher value. To
express this as "rising" is a mere metaphor,as is the use of
"higher"in the previous sentence. And in this case the use of
the metaphoraffects the logical analysis.
Spatial position is only one of infinitely many conceptual dimensions of a physical substance like an airplane. In
additionit has shape, weight, color, age, price, function,route,
owner, users, etc. By a "conceptualdimension"I understand
a set of mutuallyexclusive propertieswhich is complete in the
sense that any thing of the relevant type necessarily has one
and only one such property.Thus, for example, the set of all
properties that consist in being at a certain spatial position
constitutes a conceptualdimensionof physical substances. As
a result of that definition,a thing (in the broadestsense of the
word) has at least as many conceptualdimensionsas there are
mutually logically independent statements about that thing.
This numberis virtually infinite for all "real" things. (5) and
(6) are statementsaboutjust one of the dimensionsof the airplane.
The temperatureof any substance, itself one such dimension, is one-dimensional.The only dimensionis the "height"
of the temperature. One-dimensionalityis characteristic of
those things which I would like to call "fictitious" (in contrast
to real things). Variouspropertiescan be attributedto the temperatureof a substance-it may be high, low, pleasant, unwholesome, threatening,informative,etc.-but all such statements are logicallydependenton the heightof the temperature.'
Consequently, (1) and (4) are assertions of identity. Because
the temperatureof any substance has height as its sole dimension, placingit on a scale means identification.In contrast, (6)
is not an identity statement, since it specifies only one of the
infinitelymany dimensionsof the airplane.
l Thereare also fictitiousthingshavingmore thanone dimension,
e.g. the spatial position of a substance, which can be consideredas
consistingof threeindependentcoordinates.Accordingto the definition
of dimension,a finite numberof dimensionscan be combinedinto one
complex dimensionby conjunctionof the respectiveproperties.Thus,
in a sense, all fictitious things are essentiallyone-dimensional,though
possibly of considerablefinite complexity. In contrast, the totality of
the dimensions of a real thing is incomprehensible.Presumablythe
numberof dimensionsis infinite,because it is impossibleto specify all
propertiesof a real thing exhaustively.
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I regardthe temperatureof x as denoting a certain value
on a certain scale (thus not simply a certain number).(1) and
(4) specify the value of ninety, presumablyon the Fahrenheit
scale, as the denotation (extension) of the temperature,and
(2) expresses a temporalchange of the value, i.e. a change of
the extension of the subject. Thus, the predicate is rising in
(2) is intensional. The intensionalityof the predicatein (2) is
the point of the problem. This fact remainsand has to be explained independentlyof determiningthe proper analysis for
the sentences (1) and (3).
Intensionalverb phrases which contain statements about
several values of the intension of a complementterm are an
interestingphenomenonin at least some naturallanguages:they
state change (or constance) by makinguse of the fact that the
extensions of the respective term vary with time, place, and
world. Note that extensionalverbs do not requirecomplementary terms with variableintensions. As such statementsgo beyond the actualextension of the termby referringto more than
one extension, they are more complex than simple extensional
statements.If a paraphraseby means of extensionalstatements
is possible, it takes at least two. In Germanthis type of intensionalityis not restrainedto terms that denote fictitiousthings.
Considerthe following example:
(8) Der Burgermeisterwechselt.
the mayor
changes
This sentence can roughlybe paraphrasedby two extensional
sentences:
(9) Until now a certain person A was the mayor. From
now on a differentperson B will be the mayor.
From this analysis it is obvious that (8) and (10) do not entail
( 1):

ist der Ehemannvon Helga.
(10) Der Buirgermeister
the mayor
is the husband of Helga
(11) Der Ehemannvon Helga wechselt.
the husband of Helga changes
There is no doubt about what kind of thing the subjects of (8)
and (11) denote and that (10) is an identity statement. Again
the inferenceis invalidbecause the predicatewechselt of (8) is
intensionalin that it expresses a change in the extension of the
subject term.
What is interestingabout this type of intensionalverb is
that it divides the class of all count nouns2into two basic subclasses. These verbs requireas subjects or other complements
2

In the followingdiscussion, I use noun to referto both complex
and simple membersof that syntacticcategory.
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terms which contain what I would like to callfunctional nouns
(Fiunktionalbegriffe). Functional nouns determine their referents by meansof a world-,time-, and space-dependentfunction.
This function is a partialfunction in any case (a fact that can
be neglectedin the followingdiscussion), which varies with the
world (i.e. the constellation of facts) and, eventually but not
necessarily, with time and/orspace. Besides these three standard coordinates, additionalargumentscan be employed.
There are several subclasses of functional nouns, but I
shall confine myself to the group of nouns based on a single
function, having at most one additional argument. While
weatheris a functionalnounwithoutadditionalarguments,temperature requires the specification of a further coordinate,
namely the substance whose temperatureis referredto. (Note
that an addition as in temperature of the air in my refrigerator

yields a functional noun of the first kind.) In the same group
as weather are President of the US, wife of x, price of wheat.

The noun President of the US, for example, contains several
specifications that provide a certain person for every world,
time, and place (the latter being irrelevantin this case). It is
essential to these specificationsthat there always be a unique
referent. Thus, they establish a function from the set of all
world-time-places to the set of persons. Similarly,the meaning
of temperatureis based on a function which assigns a certain
temperaturevalue to every orderedpairof a world-time-place
and a substance. The majorityof noncomplexfunctionalnouns
includes an additional argument: father, height, price, address,
name, meaning, strluctlure,personality, etc. Inherent unique-

ness of the referentis a characteristicfeature of all functional
nouns based on a single function. Thus, the definite article is
typically used with such nouns.
In contrast,the kindof verb discussed here cannotbe used
intensionally with terms from the second basic subclass of
count nouns: the generic nouns (Gattungsbegriffe). Generic

nouns, in the sense I intend here, refer to a set of referentsby
means of characteristicextensional properties, for example,
words like linguist, rose, noun or phrases like old man with a

long beard. The set referredto contains an undeterminednumber of elements; and thus, unless it has been mentionedpreviously, such a noun normallytakes the indefinitearticle.
Functionalnouns are also requiredin the case of a second
type of intensionality,which is closely related to the one discussed before. Jackendoffhimselfprovidesan example(though
not as such) (p. 174):
(12) I feel the temperatureof the water.
In the sense that seems to be intended, (12) is intensionalwith
regardto the object term. (12) and (13) do not entail (14):
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(13) The temperatureof the water is the same as the temperatureof the whisky.
(14) I feel the temperatureof the whisky.
(12) can be paraphrasedby (15):
(15) I feel what temperaturethe water has.
Clearly, this is not equivalentto the correspondingparaphrase
of (14).
The first kind of intensionality,representedby (2) and (8),
deals with the temporal variationof the function in question.
The intensionalityof (12) is of a differentkind in that it is not
variationalong the time coordinatethat is involved there, but
rather variationalong the world coordinate. The temperature
of the water has a certain value in this world, but in different
worlds it may have different values. In technical terms the
predicateof (12) can be interpretedas: determineby a certain
procedurewhich value, amongthe possible values, the function
underlyingthe subjecthas in the worldprovidedby the context.
The functionmentionedis the intensionof the subjecttermand
hence the interpretationis clearly intensional.This kind of intensionality makes use of the range of possible referents in
differentworlds. The range of alternativereferentsor possible
function values is naturallyincludedin a functionalnoun, just
as a questiondeterminesthe rangeof possible answers. Hence,
(12) can be paraphrasedby (15).
In this discussion, I have simplifiedthe matterby speaking
of intensional or extensional verbs and functional or generic
nouns. It would have been more correct to refer to intensional
or extensional uses of verbs and functionalor generic uses of
count nouns, respectively. The examples (2) and (6) illustrate
the point in the case of verb uses. In fact, most of the verbs
havingintensionaluses of the kind discussed have extensional
uses as well. On the other hand, a great varietyof count nouns
can be used both as functionaland as generic nouns. For example, a table can be understoodas a piece of furniturewith
certaincharacteristicsdistinguishingit fromdesks or stools, or
as somethingwith a certainfunction (for instance, the thing at
which one is sitting duringone's meals, even though it be a
table (in the generic sense), a carton, or a rock).
In this short squib it has not been possible to go into the
many details connected with the rising temperatureproblem.
In Lobner (1979) I have discussed the syntactic and semantic
phenomenamore extensively, as well as establishingmore precise definitions of the notions functional noun, generic noun,

and dimension within the frameworkof intensionallogic. In
that study I collected approximately1200Germanverbs which
can be used intensionallyin one of the senses illustrated.The
mere quantity may show that the rising temperatureproblem
is by no means marginal,the moreso since statementsinvolving
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this kind of intensionalityplay an importantrole in all areas of
scientific speech. Furthermore,the distinction between functional and generic nouns arisingfrom the problemseems to be
actuallya distinctionbetweentwo very basic kindsof reference,
probably not limited to the field of count nouns and perhaps
in fact universal.
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ON THE PARALLELISM OF
MOVEMENT AND BOUND
AN APHORA

Robert May,
MIT

It has often been claimed that perhapsthe central insight afforded by "trace theory of movement rules" is that it permits
the rangeof permissiblemovementsto be subsumedundermore
generalconditionsgoverninganaphoricbinding.This reduction
is achieved by consideringtraces-lexically empty categories
arisingas a result of movementrules-to be a type of anaphor.
Thus, the impossibility(for instance)of "downgrading"movements, as in (la), purportedlyfollows from the same general
principlesgoverningbindingwhich account for (lb):
(1) a. *e, believes John, to be suspicious
b. *himself2believes John2to be suspicious
In a recent squibin thisjournal,Pullum(1980)has reported
data from a number of languages indicatingthat the circumstances present in English, whereby an anaphoror trace in
general must be preceded by a binding phrase, do not hold
universally.Pointingto languagesin which the "directions"of
anaphoricand trace bindingare asymmetric,Pullumwarnsthat
"syntactic universalsstated in terms of linearordermay prove
to be resting on rather shaky and variable foundations" (p.
620). However, numerousrecent works have proposedthat the
relevant propertiesof sentences like (1) follow not from conditionson linearorder, but ratherfromconditionson hierarchic
structure.' What these various proposals have in common is
I am grateful to Jacqueline Gueron and James Higginbotham for
helpful comments.
' Cf. Chomsky (1979; 1980). Fiengo (1980), Freidin (1978), May
(1981), and Dresher and Hornstein (1979, fn. 2).

